Traditional analysis of smoke extent from satellite imagery relies largely on spectral analysis using multispectral data thereby requiring large data volumes or subjective and time-consuming evaluation. These methods are not scalable to observing capabilities of the new generation of remote sensing platforms. We propose an automated, deep learning based detection model capable of identifying smoke plumes from shortwave reflectance for the Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite R series of satellites. Hand-labelled, past instances of smoke plumes from the NOAA Hazard Mapping System, quality controlled for spatiotemporal accuracy by a subject matter expert, comprises the reference truth dataset. The detection pipeline comprises of pre-process, detection, and post-process stages. A Convolutional Neural Network (CNN), trained on smoke events with varying optical thicknesses and sun-satellite viewing geometry is used to predict the probability score for a given pixel containing smoke. The model is able to detect smoke over both low and high reflectance surfaces and discriminate smoke from clouds though challenges remain in identifying optically thin smoke. Finally, we discuss a web-based interface to visualize daily smoke prediction and analyze the predictions over time.
INTRODUCTION
Exposure to biomass burning smoke has been linked to respiratory and cardiovascular illnesses in humans, poses a threat to ecological function, and has direct and indirect effects on the radiation budget 1 2 3 . 4 Yet, smoke detection remains a challenging problem for the atmospheric science community. Moreover, surface monitors that detect biomass burning smoke using chemical sampling methods are spatially sparse. Satellite remote sensing provides an avenue for extensive spatial characterization; however, a number of limitations reduce detection accuracy. Plumes smaller than nominal satellite resolution or confined within the vegetation canopy will remain unidentified. Furthermore, if the spectral contrast between the surface and smoke is low, these plumes cannot be identified accurately. Fires and associated smoke plumes are temporally varying; therefore, single overpasses from orbiting satellites are unlikely to accurately observe the full atmospheric horizontal extent of a plume or miss the plume completely. Moreover, low smoke optical thicknesses are often observed for small plumes and along plume boundaries where turbulent mixing with the ambient atmosphere reduces plume pollution concentrations. Sometimes the spectral similarities among cloud, dust, urban pollution, and smoke in the visible range, makes smoke identification by remote sensing a challenging problem.
Tradition analysis of smoke detection and plume extent from satellite imagery largely relies on spectral analysis. This analysis requires large data volumes and often subjective and time-consuming manual evaluation. These analysis methods are not scalable to observing capabilities of the new generation of remote sensing platforms. In this study we explore an automated, deep learning based detection model capable of identifying smoke plumes using shortwave reflectance data from the Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite (GOES) R Advanced Baseline Imager (ABI). Quality controlled, hand-labelled past instances of smoke are quality controlled for spatial and temporal accuracy by a subject matter expert. This comprises the reference truth dataset for training and testing the performance of the model. The dataset is comprised of smoke events from the years 2017 to 2019 with varying smoke optical thicknesses and sun-satellite viewing geometry. In the pre-process stage of the machine learning, GOES 16 reflectance data is calculated and pixels segmented with their neighborhood information extracted. A Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) is then used to predict the probability that a pixel contains smoke. In the post-process stage, a threshold is applied to probability scores and the predicted pixels are grouped together using density-based spatial clustering to define the extent of smoke plumes. The resulting smoke plumes shapes can be retrieved from a web-based interface for external scientific analysis.
Major contributions from this study include: 1) using reflectance data in place of traditional multispectral analysis for smoke detection, 2) creation of a well curated smoke plume extent dataset, 3) development of end-toend machine learning pipeline for smoke detection in GOES R ABI satellite imagery, 4) development of a pixel based detection model, and 5) integration of the model into an operational visualization and analysis platform for real-time smoke detection and scientific applications.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 provides a background on various algorithms used in the paper. Section 3 discusses the methodology involved in training the CNN model. In Section 4, we analyze the results and discuss the capabilities and limitations of the model. Then a smoke detection portal is presented in Section 5. Finally in Section 6, we conclude by outlining our future work to further improve the model.
BACKGROUND
In this section, a discussion of background information on existing smoke detection methods and an overview related to neural networks.
Smoke detection
Determining the presence of biomass burning smoke is possible through in-situ chemical observations or remotely sensed data sets. The concentrations of trace gas and particulate matter emitted from biomass burning 5 6 7 8 make classification through chemical tracers, especially levoglucosan and water soluble potassium, 9 10 11 the most reliable method. However, spatially and temporally sparse observations make this unreliable for largescale detection. Interpretation of remote sensing data from satellite platforms provide the most reliable method for smoke detection with respect to space and time. Physically, there is a wavelength dependence on smoke reflectance which is a function of the composition of particulates, the number concentration and size distribution. In general, the majority of smoke particles are sub-micron in diameter and will therefore reflect at wavelengths less than 1 which can then be observed by shortwave reflectance imagers. Often three-band composite imagery, such as true-color RGB images created from shortwave reflectance bands of the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) instrument aboard the Terra and Aqua satellites, are visually interpreted to identify smoke. These methods lacks scalability for operational monitoring as well as climatological analysis due to high data volumes and processing requirements, extensive spatial extents for which analysis is applied, and the need for manual contributions . Multi-band thresholding methods have been applied to remote sensing scenes to discriminate smoke from other features, such as clouds, land, and dust 12 13 14 15 16 . Accuracy of threshold classification is strongly dependent on defining criteria for a sufficient number of spectrally independent classes. Historically, there have been significant trade-offs between spatial resolution and temporal frequency with respect to remote sensing detection capabilities. Polar-orbiting satellite instrumentation, such as MODIS, provide higher spatial resolution but at a reduced temporal frequency compared to their geostationary counterparts.
Neural Networks
Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) are based on the structure and function of the human brain. It consists of interconnected groups of nodes called layers; inputs to each node in a layer are run through an activation function and the resulting output is used as input to the next layer. This is done repeatedly until the last layer (output layer which could be for classification or regression). There are weights associated with the connections (represented by edges) between the nodes of any two consecutive layers. These weights indicate the strength of connection between the two layers and intuitively represents the importance of the features belonging to an input node for the purpose of computing a feature representation that is used for classification/regression.
Convolutional Neural Network
Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) 17 are special types of neural networks that are most commonly used in computer vision 18 19 20 . A CNN is able to capture spatial and temporal dependencies of the input by using common filters called convolutions. Use of these shared filters allows the model to re-use the weights, thereby reducing number of parameters involved. This leads to a more efficient training paradigm than a fully connected neural network.
Pooling
Pooling in CNNs aim to reduce the dimensionality of the features by filtering out only the statistics of feature groups. This also helps the model learn positional variances of the features. There are two popular methods: 1) max-pooling -keep only maximum feature value among adjacent groups of nodes. This method emphasizes important features. 2) average-pooling -keep only the average of features among adjacent groups. This method smoothens variances within the group, thereby reducing noise among the features.
Dropout
Dropout 21 is a technique used in neural networks that improves the generalizability of the neural network model by emulating weighted averaging of multiple models. This is done by dropping out neurons randomly during the training phase of the neural network. This is akin to a Gaussian mixture where each contributing model estimates a single Gaussian. This technique helps in improving the generalization ability of the model by reducing complex co-adaptations 22 learned from the training data. A simple dropout network is illustrated in figure 1. 
METHODOLOGY
In this section, an overview of our approach of automated smoke detection using CNNs is presented. Data sources used to construct the training dataset are also discussed.
CNN architecture
As mentioned in 2.3, CNNs perform well in capturing commonly occurring spatial features. For the problem of smoke classification, we use a CNN to potentially capture the texture, extent of smoke, and spectral properties to classify smoke pixels. We propose a CNN, Figure 2 , consisting of 3 convolutional layers followed by 4 fully connected layers. Each convolutional layer is followed by a max-pooling layer (2.4) that reduces the input dimensionality by only taking in the node with highest activation among adjacent groups of nodes. This helps the model in achieving positional invariance of features and also emphasizes important features like contours. Dropouts (2.5) are also added for each of the fully connected layers. A ((N * 2), (N * 2)) neighborhood of GOES-R reflectance values for bands 1 through 6 surrounding the pixel, hereafter referred to as samples, to be classified as smoke is provided as input to the model. The model is implemented using Keras, 23 an open source neural network library. The preprocessing steps involved in generation of the input array is illustrated in 3.2. The choice of N (number of pixels to either side of the pixel to be predicted) is optimally chosen by a set of experiments in 3.4. Finally, the output of the network is activated by a sigmoid function with range [0,1] representing the probability of pixel being smoke. 
Training data
The reference truth smoke dataset was developed by a subject matter expert manually analyzing GOES 16 shortwave reflectance data (bands 1 through 6 with wavelenghts 0.47, 0.64, 0.86, 1.37, 1.6, and 2.2 µm respectively). 24 GOES 16 L1b radiance data is downloaded from Amazon Web Services (AWS) repository. The preprocessing workflow, Figure 3 ,to convert the data from radiance to reflectance used in the machine learning pipeline is as follows: 1) initial reflectance values unscaled by solar zenith angle are calculated by multiplying the radiance data by band specific conversion values κ 0 , 25 2) the initial reflectance is clipped to full physical range (0-1), 3) the data is enhanced using the gamma stretch function and converted to brightness values (BV) by mapping to the range 0-255, 4) bands 2, 4 and 6 data are resampled to 1 kilometer spatial resolution by averaging 2 x 2 500 meter pixels for band 2 and downscaling 2 kilometer pixels to 1 kilometer for bands 4 and 6. 26 27 28 29 . This operational product contains shapefiles for each smoke plume identified by an expert each morning and is periodically updated throughout the day to encompass the evolving spatial extent of each plume. These plumes further undergo source confirmation through the application of HYSPLIT (Hybrid Single-Particle Lagrangian Integrated Trajectory model) trajectory analysis and the satellite fire products. 26 Though this product provides an excellent indication of the general location and extent of smoke, these shapefiles are most often not representative of a single satellite swath and therefore must be modified to the extent represented by the desired GOES scene. GOES full disk scenes are sub-sampled such that smoke pixels represent approximately 15% of the total number of pixels in the subscene and all smoke within the subscene is represented by a shapefile. This provides a sufficient number of smoke and null training data for the model while ensuring that smoke pixels are not included in the null training data. Subscenes are also selected to include smoke over low and high surface reflectances other features such as clouds, dust aerosols, urban areas (urban plumes), and bright background surfaces (i.e. deserts). In total, 122 subscenes are labeled. The subscenes are divided into training, testing and validation datasets such that approximately 60%, 20% and 20% of the smoke pixels are divided into each category respectively.
Training
The model uses Adam (Adaptive Moment Estimantion), 30 a variation of stochastic gradient descent 31 to update the model weights to optimal values. We use binary crossentropy as loss function (L), which is an estimate of mispredictions made by the model, as follows:
Where c stands for number of classes (smoke pixel/non-smoke pixel), y stands for smoke label, and p stands for predicted probability of observation. The goal of gradient descent is to update parameters θ in the opposite direction of the gradient of the loss function. the gradients at iteration t is defined by loss function as follows:
Adam uses the momentum of previous changes in gradients to update the model. It is done by computing decaying averages of past gradients as follows:
Where, m t stands for first moment estimate at t, v t stands for second moment estimate at t, β 1 andβ 2 stands for the decay rates, and g t stands for the gradients of the model at t. Finally, the weights θ is updated as:
The model is trained iteratively, one batch (groups of samples) for every iteration and the weights are updated. Learning rate, α, dictates how much the model is updated in each batch and facilitates a smoother, more robust training. 9 million input samples are used to train the model. Loss is also noted for unseen 4.1 million samples after each epoch (one pass through all the data samples) as an indicator to the generalization ability of the model while training (also called as validation loss). Training for the models is stopped when there is no decrease in validation loss for 20 consecutive epochs. The snapshot of the model configuration (model weights) at its lowest validation loss among all the epochs is chosen as the final model.
Optimal input neighborhood size N
For the model input, the optimal number of neighbors, N to either side of the smoke pixel is chosen by training multiple models with varying neighborhood size N . Performance metrics for each model are then analyzed to pick the best model. It should also be noted that, as N increases, computational overhead increases. To accommodate the varying input size, we modify the input dimensions of the pixel-based CNN to be compatible with the input used. All other parameters such as training/validation data, learning rate and model hyper-parameters are kept constant for all models to facilitate a fair comparison. The training and validation loss vs epoch curve and accuracy vs epoch curve for model with N = 7 is given in Figure 4 . We picked the best version of model as the model trained at 161 st epoch since validation loss did not improve for the next 20 epochs. The comparison of validation loss and accuracy of the best versions of the models are shown in Figure 5 . Table 1 shows the test dataset classification numerics for the different models we tested and Table 2 shows the performance metrics. From Tables 1 and 2 and Figure 5 , we found that model with N = 7 had the highest accuracy and precision in predicting smoke pixels. The F1-Score, or harmonic mean of precision and recall, is comparable for N = 5, 7, and 9 indicating that there is a trade-off between precision and recall in choosing the optimal model.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Model robustness is evaluated by applying the model to complex scenes including those that contain clouds, and a range of surface conditions such as snow, urban areas, and coastal regions with chlorophyll in addition to more distinguishable smoke over dark surface cases. We find the model is able to detect smoke over both open ocean and land surfaces (low or high surface reflectances) ( Figure 6 ). In addition, smoke is distinguished between coastal stratocumulus clouds, cirrus clouds, mountain capped snow and ice (Figure 6a ), cumulus clouds (Figure 6b) , and coastal features including chlorophyll contaminated regions in the Gulf of Mexico (Figure 6c ). The presence of smoke aerosols, in all spectrally identifiable plumes, is readily evident in band 1, and to a lesser extent bands 2 and 3, where scattering of shortwave radiation by these aerosols is most prevalent. Discrimination between dust and larger atmospheric particles, including clouds, and smoke is made possible in the model by their reflective properties a longer wavelengths. While cirrus clouds and smoke may have similar spectral properties at low wavelengths, discrimination is distinctly possible by inclusion of the 1.37 µm band as water vapor absorption is strong at this wavelength. Therefore, much of the radiative energy is absorbed at the top of the atmosphere which makes lower level features undetectable. Land is distinctly more reflective in band 3 (0.86 µm) than at lower wavelengths which allows for smoke detection over a variety of surfaces. In general, the probability of a pixel being predicted as smoke by the model is lowest near the plume edges, where smoke optical thickness of a plume is typically the lowest, and increases towards the center.
Owing to the N > 0 neighborhood size, we find that while smoke plumes are well defined, the predicted boundaries typically extend beyond what can visually be determined as the smoke boundary (Figure 6b ). This implies that there is a nonzero minimum to the number of false pixels that will be identified as smoke. The model struggles with identifying pyrocumulus and pyrocumulonimbus pixels (Figure 6b ). In these cases the aerosol plume takes on the spectral characteristics of a cumulus cloud. This discrimination speaks to the ability of the model to distinguish between smoke and cloud classes discussed above. There is potential to develop pyrocumulus post-processing detection algorithms to correct the instances and extend the usefulness of the model to an instance database. The model also has difficulty classifying optically thin smoke over arid surfaces (mountain regions of California, Figures 6a) where the increase in reflectance from the presence of smoke aerosols is insufficient to make it distinguishable from the relatively high underlying surface reflectance. Furthermore, though there is currently a limited testing dataset, optically thin smoke at very low sun angles are poorly identified by our model (Figure 6d ). We speculate in this case that the combined surface and aerosol reflectance is less than daytime observations used for training and therefore cannot be identified by the model. Thin clouds, particularly at low levels of the atmosphere at ill-defined cloud boundaries (not shown) where longer wavelengths provide less discriminating data, remain a challenge and may be classified as smoke.
Overall, the N = 7 neighbor scheme reduces the number of positive classifications compared to the similar performing models (Table 1 ). Compared to the next highest performing model N = 5, the reduction in false positives are most noticeable along coastlines, over bodies of water, along cloud boundaries and thin clouds over land, and over heterogeneous high reflectance (e.g. arid) surfaces. These represent a range of cases for which satellite spectral signatures may be similar to smoke. There is a degradation in terms of correctly classifying optically thick smoke, such as near the source and pyrocumulus smoke, and thin smoke.
SMOKE DETECTION PORTAL
The smoke model is integrated into an online web portal for operational detection and analysis of smoke, among other earth science phenomena. The portal supports periodic analysis of smoke throughout each day. A threshold is applied to each pixel such that pixels with a 50% probability or higher are classified as smoke. The smoke predicted pixels are grouped together using a density-based spatial clustering algorithm. Shapes encompassing these individual groups of pixels, or plumes, are rendered and visualized in the web interface. These shapes are also available through an API in GeoJSON format for data explorers and scientists such that the analysis can be extended to other applications.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We have developed a end-to-end machine learning smoke detection model for the detection of smoke in geostationary satellite data. A robust training set of smoke plumes from GOES 16 shortwave radiation imagery is developed for plume instances from 2017-2019. We find the model does well in detecting smoke over both low and high reflectance surfaces. Notable is the ability of the model to discriminate smoke from a variety of clouds. Deficiencies include the misclassification of pyrocumulus plumes and at cloud boundaries. The model is also unable to identify smoke with low optical thicknesses, especially over high reflectance surfaces. Future work, as detailed in the following subsections, to improve model performance includes analysis to ensure the optimal model is selected, testing using different machine learning image segmentation techniques and increasing the size of the reference truth dataset.
6.1 Future work 6.1.1 Exploration of neighborhood size N greater than 9
In our experiments, we trained and compared performance of models with input neighborhood size N = 1,3,5,7,9 and found that N = 7 is optimal (see sec. 3.4) . What remains to be seen is the performance of models with N greater than 9. In the future we plan to experiment larger N to ensure the optimal model is being used for automated smoke detection.
Image Segmentation Techniques
With our pixel-based CNN model, we address the problem of detection of smoke using geostationary satellite data. However, since we predict smoke plumes one pixel at a time, we believe there is room for improvement by increasing efficiency and accuracy of predictions by adapting an image segmentation approach. The advantages of using this method could be two-fold: 1. we can get predictions for larger areas of data at a time, thereby significantly improving the inference time, 2. by using image segmentation techniques, we expose the model to a larger context of input compared to the pixel-based model, which could in turn help improving the accuracy and coherency of predicted plume shape.
There are several well-known deep learning based image segmentation techniques being used in the industry 32 33 34 35 . For a better performing model, these methods require a large amount of training samples. With the limited amount of data available at this time, these methods could not be leveraged. Future work includes robust data collection to explore the possibilities of using u-net 32 and other segmentation-based approaches.
Training Samples
A number of deficiencies in smoke detection were identified during testing including the misclassification of pyrocumulus clouds, smoke boundaries, cloud boundaries, and cirrus clouds. In addition, the ability to distinguish between smoke and other optically thick aerosols, such as dust storms or urban plumes, are not tested. Future development will include the addition of training and testing samples specifically with cirrus and other aerosols and exploration of best practices for identifying pyrocumulus clouds. Currently, aerosol-cloud mixtures or smoke aerosols over clouds are not considered though this is not an unusual occurrence. It is anticipated that current implementation will not accurately capture these features nor is there a strict identification and validation procedure in place. A more regimented approach to ensure all cloud types are sufficiently represented in the training datasets is needed.
